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Apple has created a mobile arcade to defeat all mobile arcades, and we are delighted! Apple Arcade showcases more than 100 new games - some of them even exclusive to Apple Arcade. It's available on iPhone, iPad, Mac and Apple TV. So if you're an Apple user on any device, you can take advantage of this gaming subscription! This is the complete list (in alphabetical order) of all the Apple Arcade games you can play right now.
New games are coming out for Apple Arcade all the time; Here's what's new at Apple Arcade this month! Set 8,000 years before the HBO series, Game of Thrones: The Tale of the Crows is a narrative of downtime games, meaning things happen in Westeros even if you don't play the game. You will need to make decisions and shape the course of history in real time! Play Game of Thrones: A Tale of Crows This beautiful and relaxing
puzzle game will have you guide the monster around a series of islands on an exploration mission. You can just learn a thing from two things about mysterious people as a monster roams the world! Play Monster Expeditions Roll Around as Marble Knight tries to save the Kingdom of Roundingham from the evil Lord terrorball - I'm kidding, no! This cute adventure game will have you solving puzzles, fighting bad guys with different skills
and abilities. Get your adventure on a roll with Marble Knights! Play Marbe Knights Featured Apple Arcade Game iMore team likes Apple Arcade, but some games stand above the rest. Here are a few games that we think everyone should check out. There are new Apple Arcade games being added to the gaming service all the time, and sometimes, we get a bit of a preview of what's to come. Here are all the games that we know will
be coming to Apple Arcade in the future! Wonderbox: The Adventure Maker Wonderbox is a unique take on Minecraft and Roblox-like genere, where players will have players pass a beautiful diorama known as boxes. Each box is created with a certain part of the journey in mind and you will face numerous challenges, enemies and puzzles. What's really cool is the Creator mode, which will allow players to create their own levels.
Characters, objects, various blocks - it's all yours to make it your own adventure! All Apple Arcade Games A Fold Apart Navigate world of long-distance love, folding this world in all kinds of ways. This emotional story-driven puzzle game has amazing handmade visuals. Play Fold Besides Agent Intercept You are part of a high-speed chase and it will take all the skills you have and tricks you can pull off to catch the bad guys! Play Agent
Intercept to collect with the departure from the developers of the beloved Monument Valley series comes a puzzle game that challenges you to fix old baubles and gadgets one screw at a time! Play must-have with The Atone's departure: The heart of the senior players tree will come out as a young warrior named Estrada's answers to his father's death. The gameplay will include challenging puzzles and rhythm game battle sequences
in the 2D world. Play Atone: Heart of Senior Tree Ballistic Baseball play a real-time version of baseball compared to other players as you need to pick your pitchers and batting lineup in this strategy take on America's favorite pastime. Play Ballistic Baseball BattleSky Brigade: Harpooner Open barrels, avoid obstacles, shoot enemies, and collect goods! This vertical shoot 'em and collect the game is cute, fun, and fast-paced! Play
BattleSky Brigade: Harpooner Beyond Blue Explore the wild and vast world of Earth's oceans as you lead a research team into the depths. This exploration game has a story that promises some high stakes decision-making. Play beyond Blue Big Time Sports Funny and fast-paced game where you will need to click, swipe, and tap the screen in all sorts of different ways to compete for the best time in multiple sporting events. Play Big
Time Sports Bleak Sword in Bleak Sword, you will fight through compact battlefields by hitting down a bunch of different monsters in this dark fantasy game. The Bleak Play Sword bradwell Conspiracy Story takes place in 2026. You survive the explosion at the corporate event and discover another survivor. Go through the game and ask questions to uncover a deep-rooted conspiracy in the mega-company, Bradwell Electronics. Play
Bradwell Conspiracy Map of Darkness Spell, Kill Monsters, and Save the World in this beautifully animated adventure game with the mechanics of a card game. Play Card of Darkness Cardpocalypse is a one-player card game that allows you to change the rules and cards as you play to save your school and the world. Play Cardpocalypse Cat quest II Continuation of the wonderful RPG adventure, Cat quest, you'll be cutting your
claws and making more feline puns than you can handle! Play Cat quest II CHARRUA SOCCER This is an excellent retro-style football match with simplified controls. You can play a variety of matches and compete with players from all over the world. Play CHARRUA SOCCER Chuchu Rocket! The universe play more than 100 incredible puzzles on different planets - an updated version of the classic Sega game. Play ChuChu Rocket!
Universe! Creaks This creepy adventure puzzle game has a beautifully handmade artistic style that really lends itself to the spooky and spooky atmosphere it is trying to create. Play Squeaks Cricket through the centuries throw balls, swing bats, and hope you don't end up in pieces. Go through the ages - both past and future - in this silly physics-based game about one of the most popular sports in the world. Play cricket through the
centuries of Crossy Road Castle playing independently or with friends and get those wacky characters to the top of the tower! Play Crossy Road Castle Dead End Job You play as Hector and fellow Ghoul-B-Gone, who is an expert in Ghoul busting. Bright cartoon style art makes this game charming as it is nostalgia. Play Dead End Work Dear Reader Classic Books become a puzzle as dear reader mixes prose and the tasks you have
for putting it back Correct! Play Dear Reader Decoherence Build Robots and command them to fight in the PVP robot combat arena. Or you can fight against the machine in one-headed mode. Playing Decoherence Bleached Diner in the Middle Of the Desert seems to have lost all its color. Explore the desert terrain and solve puzzles to bring the color back into the world. Play bleached Dodo Peak Play as the Dodo bird tries to
navigate dangerous peaks and save your children from ruin! Play Dodo Peak Not Bug Me! Mistakes are attacking your base on the planet Mars and they must be crushed. Manage your resources and protect your base with a bit of first-person shooter action and special skills. Play Don't Bug Me! Doomsday Asylum Go to Earth as the climate has collapsed and you need to collect plant life for storage in the Doomsday Sanctuary! This
colorful platformer/puzzle game will give your brain a workout! Play Judgment Day Vault Down in Bermuda You are trapped on an island in the Bermuda Triangle and nothing is quite as it seems. Solve puzzles and collect magic balls so you can avoid the mysterious time warped place. Play down in Bermuda Dread Nautical This tactical turn RPG has rogue-like elements as you encounter supernatural powers while trying to skip your
ship! Play Dread Nautical EarthNight with randomly generated levels, you'll never feel stagnant in this side of the scroll runner. All beautifully depicted levels are hand-painted too. Play EarthNight Enchanted World On the Way piece of the world back together, you'll explore the meadows, dive deep into the caves, and pass through the deserts to solve puzzles. Play Enchanted World Explottens Explottens is a chaotic 'em up style game
where the evil KLAW cat has all but the enslaved kitten of sorts. Blast them out from the sky and reclaim the land of Kathmandu. Play Explottens Exit Gungeon Race to avoid hell dungeon while dodging and going through treacherous obstacles and opponents. Play Exit Gungeon Fallen Knight side scrolling platformer with intense boss fights and awesome sword fight fight. You play as an elite knight who must save the city from a
terrorist organization. Play Fallen Knight Fledgling Heroes This cute side scroll has a built-in level editor on top of its already 90 made levels. Get through the levels as quickly as possible without getting hurt along the way. Play Fledgling Heroes Frogger in Toy Town Jump over obstacles ranging from baby blocks while you rescue frogs and collect jelly. This colorful high energy game and blast work your way through. Play Frogger Toy
Town The Get Out Kids The Get Out Kids is a narrative puzzle game that will have your sneaking out of the house in the middle of the night, in search of a missing dog. Nothing quite as it seems, and you may find yourself in the middle Play Get Out Kids Grindstone Battle Its Way Through 150 Levels of Mount Grindstone Winning Winning along the way. You will need wit to solve the puzzle and a sharp sword to cut the critters! Play
Grindstone Hexaflip: Action puzzle Flip hexes to complete the puzzle while all avoiding deadly obstacles in this bright puzzle game. Play Hexaflip: Action Puzzle Hogwash One Farmer with a hose against three dirty pigs - who will win? You can play as a farmer desperately trying to clean up his farm, or play as pigs trying to mess things up! Play Hogwash Hot Lava to relive your childhood as hot lava puts you in a world where the floor
is literally lava! You will need to jump, climb and even surf, so as not to touch the ground. Play Hot Lava HyperBrawl Tournament Eight different heroes with unique skills and at least nine different areas make this PVP arena fighter blast play on your own or with friends! Play HyperBrawl Tournament INMOST This atmospheric platformer and puzzle game has a dark history of loss, suffering and sacrifice. Its beautiful pixel art makes it
super pleasing to the eye, and the gameplay has a lot of variety. Play INMOST Jenny LeClue - Detectivu Play as Jenny's character who must protect her mother from murder charges. She explores, finds clues, and has to grow a lot in this secret adventure game. Play Jenny LeClue - Detectivu Jumper John Turn Rogue as a platformer on your head, Jumper Jon is a game where you die every 30 seconds, but you get to retain the
elements and abilities. Play Jumper John King League II Train and manage your troops as you try to climb the King's League. Take your team into tactical combat and win battles and glory. Play King's League II Legend of Skyfish 2 How to nod old-school RPG adventures as the Mana series, The Legend of Skyfish 2 will have you using weapons and crafting items to fight your way through this ancient and mysterious world. Play The
Legend of Skyfish 2 Lego Brawls Lego multiplayer in this building and recovery adventure game. Create your own heroes and work together to get through the levels. You can even turn your Apple TV into a scoreboard. Play LEGO Brawls Lifelike: Chapter One This soothing and hypnotic game explores life in a very abstract way - a very beautiful and very relaxing experience in general. Play Lifelike: Chapter One Lifeslide Play as a
paper plane hovers in the sky, avoiding obstacles along the way! Play Lifeslide Loud House: Outta Control your favorite characters from Lincoln Loud and prevent them from colliding with each other. It's a great game for kids! Play Loud House: Outta Control Manifold Garden In this beautiful world of Escheresque, gravity and perspective are not quite what you are used to and you will need to navigate a lot of twists. Play Variety
Garden Marble It: Chaos! Roll your balls all this colorful and crazy world to complete tasks and progress through the campaign. Be careful to roll down right from the edge of the world as you hunt down those of those Play Marble It: Chaos! Mind Symphony Enemies will attack you to the music, becoming more intense and faster as you score more points. Play Mind Symphony Mini Motorways as the successor to the wonderful mini-
metro, mini-motorway tasks you with fixing traffic jams and helping everyone get to work on time. Play Mini Motorway Monomals Fish for beats. Compose your music. Share your fish beats online. Play Monomals Mosaic Mosiac is a surreal adventure game about isolation and how lonely adult life can sometimes be. Play Mosaic Murder Mystery Machine Detectives Cassandra Clark and Nate Houston launch an investigation into what
appears to be a simple murder, but nothing could be further from the truth. Play Murder Mystery Machine Mutazoine Mutazoine is a high-stakes, emotionally charged adventure game with beautiful hand-drawn visuals. Play Mutazoine Necrobarista Some people look and act like zombies in front of their morning cup Joe, but for Maddie Gio, dead and coffee are all part of life. A barista by day and a necromancist at night, what could go
wrong? Play Necrobarista Neo Cab One of the last human taxi drivers left, you will need to pick up fares, navigate through a futuristic city, and maintain a good rating to stay on the road. Playing Neo Cab Neversong With six moody levels, each with a unique design, Neversong is a byproduct of a scrolling adventure that won't soon be forgotten. In addition, it has a super cool soundtrack that will add to the atmosphere of the game.
Play Neversong Nightmare Farm This strange farming game features some beautiful artwork and transports you to farm nightmares. Keep your guests happy and grow your crops and you just can find a way out! Play Nightmare Farm in no way home stranded in a strange galaxy, you have to fight for life! Explore a unique and vast universe, make friends with aliens, and destroy tons of monsters as you try to find your way home. Play
No Way Home Oceanhorn 2: Knights of the Lost Kingdom Breathtaking. The visuals in this game are amazing. This game is a prequel to oceanhorn's first game and set 1,000 years ago. You will be able to explore the dungeons and collect treasures, all this discovering magnificent scenery. Play Oceanhorn 2: Knights Lost Realm Operator 41 Help Spy Call Headquarters with vital information to be sneaky to make your way to the
phone. Watch out for guards, cameras, lasers and other obstacles in your path. Play Operator 41 Over the Alps It's 1939 in Switzerland and you are on the run. You will need to make a difficult choice that affects the outcome of the game as you make your way across Europe. Playing over the Alps Overland Overland is an extreme post-apocalyptic survival game where you search for materials, save strangers, and combat to make it
alive. Play Overland Pac-Man Party Royale Is a Pac-Man with a party twist as you can play with friends both locally and over Wi-Fi. Collect the most points and eat other players to win! Play Play The Royale Painty Mob Party spreads the joy of color wherever you can, splashing colors on objects and people. Watch out for the angry crowd though; Not everyone is happy that you paint the city red - blue, green, pink, and any other color.
Play Painty Mob Patterns Use hints to help solve each puzzle - each of which starts out as a simple sketch. If you're lucky by the end of each level, you'll have a beautiful full-screen work of art. Play Patterned Pilgrims This amazingly animated adventure game will make you collect items and flex your brain muscles to figure out how to use the elements! Play Pligrims Pinball Master to shoot a tiny wizard around the dungeon, level your
skills, and climb the castle. Play Pinball Master Withdrawal This 3D minimalist puzzle game will challenge your brain as you need to change your mind by rotating the world until everything fits into the right place. Play Possession Projection: First Light play as Greta as you travel through the mythological world of shadow puppet. This beautiful game will have you traveling through Indonesia, China, Turkey, and even 19th century
England! Play Projection: First Light Punch Planet This 2D sci-fi combat game has all the charm of classic arcade fighters - with special moves, interesting characters, and a ton of finger-clicking action! Playing Punch Planet Rayman Mini As a Size Ant, Rayman tries to make it through the world as quickly as possible to reach the best score. Play Rayman Mini Redout: Space Assault Play as an Ace Fighter Pilot in 2395 responsible for
maintaining order. Shoot space pirates, blow up enemy ships, and collect new weapons for battle in space! Play Redout: Space Assault Red Reign Create your base and protect it from other players, with over 20 different types of units in this strategy game in real time. Play Red Reign Rosie's Reality Guide Rescue Robot - Rosie - through the levels to save other robots in this cute and child-time puzzle game. Playing Rosie The Reality
Roundguard bounces her way through hordes of cute (and dangerous) monsters with roguelike elements and three different classes to choose from, the replayability of the Roundguard is very high. Play Roundguard Samurai Jack: Battle of Time voiced by the original cast of the hit animated series, Samurai Jack: Battle of Time will challenge you to defeat Aku forever. Explore worlds, collect weapons, and slice and dice through your
enemies! Play Samurai Jack: Battle of Time Sayonara Wild Hearts Is a pop soundtrack game where you play the role of a masked biker called Fool. The fool is trying to find harmony in the universe, trying to regain parts of your heart. Play Sayonara Wild Hearts Scrappers You can join up to three other players to clear the streets and pull out the trash, but be careful; Rival garbage collectors can try to steal your scraps! Play Scrappers
Shantae and the seven sirens you play, Shantae, which is hero who visits what seems to be a tropical paradise. Trouble arises, and you have to explore new cities, escape from the mazes and defeat the bosses. You'll also be able to customize Shantae's credentials to suit your playing style. Play Shantae and Seven Sirens Shinsekai: In depth This game takes place in an underwater world where the water is frozen. You have to battle
creatures of depth and collect items along the way to survive and explore a new world. Play Shinsekai: In the depths of ShockRods Take your car and try to destroy other players. Shoot them before they shoot at you, and be sure to jump and dodge enemy attacks. It's like the Rocket League with real missiles! Play ShockRods Skate City This big touch game will make you feel like you are really skating through the streets as if it were
your personal playground, which is great because some of us have never learned to skateboard. Play Skate City Sneaky Sasquatch Play as an adorable sasquatch as you sneak in disguise, steal lunches, and play golf... You know, normal squisty things. Play Sneaky Sasquatch Socialable Soccer This fun, bite-sized football match offers you the opportunity to manage your own team and knock out a few football matches against
players from all over the world. Play Socialable Soccer Sonic Racing This recognizable character has a lot of people talking about. Whether it's a Sonic Racing game or just a twist on the classic character. Less than a week until you can start your sonic racing campaigns. Play Sonic Racing Spaceland Classic Tactical Mesh in turn battle with sci-fi twist, Spaceland gives you access to multiple units, weapons, and more! Play Spaceland
Speed Demons to satisfy your need for speed with this fast-paced racing game with eight different gameplay modes. Are you going to make it up? Most definitely - it's all part of the fun. Play Speed Demons Spek. Fill with unique line art, beautiful soundscapes, and vibrant colors, Spek. will ensure that you never look at the square in the same way again. Play Spek. Spelldrifter Cool hybrid tactical RPG combat and deck-building
mechanics, Spelldrifter will make you think hard to defeat your enemies. Play Spelldrifter Spidersaurs This action-packed game is full of eight-legged creatures that are both fleshy and muscly. Your job is to blow them all up because what originally was supposed to be food bites back! Do you ever want to be a spy? How about a spider? In Spyder, you can be both! Infiltrate your target, solve puzzles, and find secrets! Play Spyder
Stranded Sails shipwreck on a mysterious island, you will have to explore, plant crops, and build a shelter to Be careful not everything on this island as it seems. Play Stranded Sails Star Fetched is a sci-fi platformer with beautiful artwork and lots of research built in! Play Star Fetched Star Commanders This one vs. one strategy game will have you fighting for control of the planets. You Are You seven minutes to defeat the enemy, or
the whole plant will explode! Play Star Commanders Steven Universe: Uncover the Light Cartoon Network has developed this game based on the animated series. You will play as Stephen and learn how to use your powers to help protect the universe. Play Steven Universe: Unleash the light of the super impossible Road Set against a galactic background, this racing game will be incredibly challenging as you have to master the high
speed turns and race your way to victory. Play Super Impossible Road Super Mega Mini Party to compete with players from all over the world in eight different mini-games. Cute graphics and fast playtime make it a lot of fun. Play Super Mega Mini Party Takeshi and Hiroshi Combination puppet animation with RPG, Takeshi and Hiroshi explores the story of the two brothers as they create and play the game together. Brotherly love has
never been so sweet! Play Takeshi and Hiroshi Tales Memo Help Memo and his friends escape the frozen wasteland as you will have to fight enemies by filling memory puzzles. Play Tales Of a Memo to the Tangle Tower Freya employee was killed and you have to find out who did it. This is a complete and beautiful animated murder-mystery adventure instantly a classic! Play Tangle Tower Lullaby Life This colorful adventure is
designed for kids. With no text at all in the game, it's perfect just to explore and see how life begins! Play Lullaby Life The_Otherside It's a turn RPG tincture game as the adventure is full of funny characters and tasks that you're having with the deterrent threat. Control the four survivors by using their abilities and objects to solve puzzles, fight monsters, and destroy the spirits that threaten our dimension. Play The_Otherside who go
bump to create your being and make your way through a row of rooms, but be careful; nothing is quite as it seems. Will you learn that things that go kick in at night? Play things that go bump hue. Solve puzzles by drawing and mixing colors. No rush, just a relaxing and soothing experience. Play the shade. Towaga: Among the shadows of Towaga: Among the shadows is an intense 2D one-man hand-adventure game. We know very
little about how to play, but the trailer for it is absolutely gorgeous. Towaga: Among the shadows of the tower is Everland Grab weapons, armor, items, and make your way through the towers in this first-person RPG. Play Tower Everland UFO on tape: First contact What would you do if you saw a real UFO? Take out your phone and start recording! Speed around the country looking for evidence of aliens and try to find out whether new
visitors to Earth are a friend or an enemy. Play UFO on Tape: First Contact Different Daylife Discover and explore a new continent while living the best life of your character in this imperial ERA RPG. Play Different Daylife Path Turtle Amazing Wacky 3D Platformer, Turtle Way Will Have You collecting coins, and navigating a dangerous island. Play Turtle Turtle Path Golf Is a golf game for people who hate golf, get ready to throw
yourself, birds, cars, and everything else, but play golf in this wacky physics-based golf game. Play That's Golf, where the Cards Fall's main mechanic game is to build buildings and path maps, but it's much more than just that. You will also complete the puzzles and use the spaces that you create. This game is exciting. Explore physics and this card world as you can create based on your imagination. Play Where the Cards Fall
Winding Worlds Is a strange, winding, and wiggly world in which you find yourself and you have to get your friends from there, but not all of them want to come. This colorful puzzle game will have you wracking your brain. Play The Winding Worlds Witness the End of the World This gorgeous platformer will have you bypassing a world that is on the verge of collapse. You will need to manipulate the environment to complete the puzzles
and survive. Play Stela Word Lace Binds Words Together with Shoelaces to Solve Puzzles, in this simple and fun word puzzle game. Play Word Laces Yaga role-playing action game where your decisions will change your progression. This folklore tale will change every time you play, so even if you think you did... There are so many endless possibilities. Play Yaga: Role-Playing Folktalke Folktalke tmnt arcade animated fan game
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